Check the Insert Credit wiki!

Competition: Retro Remakes 2006 Big
Competition

June 02, 2006, 08:15 AM

by mathew, via Retro Remakes - [p]

After the sterling success of 2005’s One Switch competition, where
the aim was to make an original game or remake playable with one
button (creating some excellent titles such as Sky Puppy and Strange
Attractors) there's a new Retro Remakes competition for 2006. This year’s competition has the request:

Review: Encyclopedia of
Game Machines
Feature: Finding Electro
Feature: Shokkingu Hitofude

"Good remakes of good games that anyone can play, regardless of their ability"

Review: Silent Hill 4

That initially sounds simple, but becomes a bit more complex when you think of varying abilities of people
who play games, but you’ll have to do your best if you want you win one of the amazing prizes (there’s a
total prize fund over £4000). There’s a list of games already entered and a competiton forum, including an
invaluable Top Ten Accessible Features Wish List which is something all developers should be forced to
read, really.

Review: Ie, Tatemasu!

Download: Toronto Game Jam 2006

June 02, 2006, 07:53 AM

by mathew, via ToJam - [p]

Well, the Toronto Indie Game Development Jam, a competition to
create a video game in three days, has been and gone (it was during
the weekend before E3). The results are now online though, and my
favourite by far is Bubble Thing by Jonathan Mak, a strange sort of
reverse take on Asteroids. <Brandon's note: The official site for that
game is here, and the author tells us there are mac and linux-x86
versions, too.>
If that's not your cup of (carbonated) tea, then you might fancy the
bullet hell of Zi-Xiao Liang's Super Hamster Air Combat.

Download: Sensible Soccer 2006 Demo

June 02, 2006, 07:38
AM

by mathew, via Codemasters - [p]

Just in time for the World Cup, Codemasters have released a PC
demo of Sensible Soccer 2006, the much awaited return of the
beloved Sensible Soccer franchise. Now in 3d with bobblehead
technology, it’s worth a playthrough if you have any fond memories of
the original. No confirmed u.s. release date, but the europeans are
getting it in 7 days, the lucky so-and-sos. A direct download of the title
is available here (requires registration) so you’re better off getting the
torrent from the lovely chaps at eurogamer.net.
Top Tip: When installing, choose the language of the team that you
want to play as. So french, if you want to see Zidane’s cute wee bald spot.

News: More on Tose

May 31, 2006, 11:47 PM

by brandon, via review-site.net - [p]

For those of you intrigued by Tose's stealth development practices (mentioned back here), new forum
member smsgenny found this very handy list of several games the company has developed. This has been
equally handily transcribed into english by that very same poster. View the results here. Just to give you a
taste: Kid Icarus, Moero!! Pro Yakyuu, Biohazard 0, Funky Fantasy, Metal Gear: Ghost Babel, Virtua Fighter
Cyber Generation, and a whole boatload of Dragon Ball games. Note that these are put up on the internet
by...some guy. This isn't an official list, but only a few of them are far-fetched.
Incidentally this review-site.net is an interesting place, if you haven't been there (I hadn't). It's primarily an
short review aggregate site, but almost doubles as a mobygames for japan by virtue of its developer table. It
doesn't have credits, but it does have big old lists of developed games, and if you do something like look for
aiky, it redirects you to compile for earlier works, as it should. Quite worth a look.

Link: Watch those robots

May 29, 2006, 02:20 PM

by ollie, via Robot Watch - [p]

As though some greater power is at work to entertain me,
those people at impress have created a new site covering
the burgeoning interest in robotic sport. Imaginatively titled
Robot Watch, it joins its sister sites Game Watch and Forest
Watch. Interestingly, one of their more recent pieces covers
the Yutaka Izubuchi re-designed HRP-2, or more accurately
the HRP-2m Choromet.
In a similar vein, someone was also kind enough to cover a
brief event on Japanese television where the original
Gundam (that's the RX-78-2 to you) and Great Mazinger
square off. The result I am sure many super robot fans will
be happy with.

Toys: Soul of Chogokin Voltes V

May 26, 2006, 06:11 AM

by ollie, via various - [p]

Review: Katamari Damashii
Review: Yoshinoya
Review: KOF:MI
News Archives: temporarily
right here
Privacy Policy
External Links:

Those that partook in the Super Robot Wars Alpha 3 goodness will
appreciate the fact that Bandai have recently released a Voltes V toy
in their esteemed Soul of Chogokin toy line.
There are some wondrous pictures here that make you feel all happy
and like a wide eyed five year old again. It's nice that they also did
some comparison shots with the Combattler V toy, they are spiritually
linked after all. Now we just need a pimped up Daimos toy to finish
the triumvirate.
Personally, my favourite toy in the Soul of Chogokin line line is the
Dancougar, despite having a really dull gattai it still is very literally a
beast of toy (or more accurately four beasts).

News: PSP Dai Yon no Mokushiroku's
official site

May 26, 2006, 05:12 AM

by Recap, via Hudson Soft - [p]

It's the Tengai Makyou game which appeared on the Sega Saturn and is
being ported to PSP, as we've mentioned already, and it just got an official
website today. The good news it's that the screens confirm truly updated
graphics, with a larger visible area on screen instead of upscaling the
original graphics like almost every conversion these days, especially on
PSP. Those who buy this version will also get a brand new intro (one of the
original game's strongest points was the superlative FMV animation highly
responsible for making the characters so memorable) along with a new
scenario with its new characters (see here). July 13th is the release date,
and this time with serious possibilties to see a US version due to the recent
Hudson Soft comeback in that country. They're localizing the blatantly awful
Ziria for the 360, after all.

News: Second Grand Phantasm promo
May 26, 2006, 04:49 AM
video released

by Recap, via Gust - [p]

Another one of those games whose website updates with assiduity,
we've found today that a second promotional movie has just been put
up for download. The game is primed for release next month and it'll
get a logo-only cover for the first time in Gust's Atelier series. Maybe
that means something? In case we didn't link to it before, Game
Watch's preview is here with screens at their actual resolution
revealing some not-very-nice filtered backgrounds, also for the first
time in the series. What's going on?

News: Naps Team updates

May 25, 2006, 04:19 PM

by brandon, via Naps Team - [p]

We're basically fans of Naps Team, for whatever reason, even though
their games are often style over substance, and not in the ghm way,
but more of a japanese idolatry way. Regardless, they've updated
their games section. Turns out they made Racing Fever for GBA, and
WWI: Aces of the Sky. Ok! Moving on, they've now got a dedicated
site for Gekido, specifically the upcoming PSP version. Pretty much
everything on the site is 'work in progress' aside from the trailer,
which seems pretty interesting, even if it doesn't show any of the
action yet. The 3D is quite well-realized, and gives you a bit of a Berzerk (game/anime) feeling. Will the
game be any good? Quite impossible to tell, but we're rooting for them regardless.

Music: Kenji Eno

May 25, 2006, 04:11 PM

by brandon, via kenji eno - [p]

Chronic weirdo Kenji Eno, as you may or may not know, has a blog. He also has a little google site with
some of his music on it. A lot of it is very videogamey, and after all, a bunch of it's from D2. It is music that is
possible to enjoy, so go see about doing that, if you want to.

Contest: Death Jr. coffin case at
GSW

May 25, 2006, 04:06
PM

by brandon, via gamesetwatch - [p]

gamesetwatch has a contest for Death Jr. stuff up...the coffin case is
especially nice! I've seen it, and the interior is nice and plush, like the
kind of thing you'd want to get buried in. There's other stuff in the
pack, like a shirt that's too big for me, and a hamster thing. The
contest asks that you answer the following question: "When Death Jr.
and friends appeared on the June/July 2005 issue of GSW sister
publication Game Developer magazine, DJ was brandishing a scythe
and pointing to a graph. What 'hilarious' joke descriptors are on the
two axes of the graph?"
I know the answer, but won't say! Game Developer is an alright magazine, too. Maybe you should check
into it. I hear the features editor there is pretty awesome.
[EDIT: He's awesome but forgot to add the link to the competition rules/entry email, didn't he? Haw! Simoniker.]

News: New Sega arcade game:
Extreme Hunting 2

May 25, 2006, 09:19 AM

by brandon, via SEGA - [p]

You knew about Virtua Fighter and that tennis one, sure. But did you
know about EXTREME HUNTING 2? Well, it's made by Sega
Amusements USA, which is based in Elk Grove Village, IL - won't be too
many more elk there for long! But anyway, it strongly appears to be an
atomiswave game (just look at them robust screens), and is a
tournament edition, meaning you can be ranked against other people
who wear hats and plaid in public, should you so choose. Check out
some movies, where you'll find you can injure a bear then try to shoot it
as it escapes! Then you can shoot fish in the water! Or even sparsely
animated squirrels! All the while listening to twangy, poorly constructed
hillbilly music (and I know my hillbilly music, I worked at a folk music
club). But don't forget, there are also frightening mystery animals - will it be a vicious bunny? Possibly a
rabid duck? Maybe even a diabolical titmouse! You've got to play to find out!
The game was announced some time ago, but should be
coming out in 'early summer, 2006.' which sounds a lot like
now! You might think I was joking with the whole demonic
animals thing, but just check out this quote from the tips
section: "Keep a look out for the MONSTER ANIMALS, or
the largest animals in the spot." The bold and caps are
their own. Those frightening animals, wandering around in
their natural habitat - frankly they're just asking for it! So,
just wait til it comes out, then you can slouch behind a man
with a red, impatiantly waiting for your turn. Will that man
ever finish? The khaki pants brigade can't be kept waiting
around!

News: iRiver handheld progressing

May 24, 2006, 09:22 PM

by brandon, via iRiver - [p]

Kotaku (who deftly dodged linking my oo okuki post, but
they link me enough, so no foul, and I still love them)
pointed out that iRiver's game playing PMP has progressed
to the point where playable games are now being
demonstrated on the thing. Looks a bit like the DS lite!
Apparently it'll be coming to Korea in august. Strangely, the
stats say nothing of the processor. Unusual!

Podcast: One Life Left

May 24, 2006, 05:39 PM

by mathew, via One Life Left - [p]

The kind of people who can be bothered to download (and listen to) a radio
show about videogames are highly recommended to check out One Life Left,
which not only features the random witterings and opinions of ex-Edge editor
and Triforce member Ste Curran, but also features the terminally lovely John
Walker and Jim Rossignol appearing occasionally with "Professor Game and
Dr. Watch’s Lexicon of Gameography."
It's all very British, but I recommend it unreservedly - not least because unlike
most gaming podcasts it breaks up the chatter with some high quality video
game related music.

Download: Pink Sweets' new promo

May 24, 2006, 08:43 AM

by brandon, via Cave - [p]

Cave's recipe for Pink Sweets (their new arcade shooter)
promotional material. Take two ugly girls, put them in pink dresses,
and make them caress each other. Add one bizarre plot twist in the
middle, make it scream a bit. Stir. By far one of the more ridiculous
things I've seen in a while. Thanks to rid for finding it, and also for
ripping and hosting the file.
Incidentally, Stabo10 has written up his impressions of Pink Sweets
on tim's site, Large Prime Numbers. He seems to know what he's
talking about. Check the post out here. Stabo also mentioned to me that the game seems to be very
memorization-based, requiring that you know exactly when to use your (infinite) bomb, because at times the
screen will be full of enemies you can't absorb (you can only absorb shots). He also mentions that it fits the
classic Cave formula of stages - train stage, cloud stage, stage where all the little guys come out...
Somewhat disconserting, but I'm still interested in a remote way.

Toys: Revoltech Dante

May 23, 2006, 01:11 PM

by ollie, via Kaiyodo - [p]

For those vaguely aware, Kaiyodo has a thing for making
toys that do very odd things in regards to posing. The Virtual
On Oratorio Tangram figures were a veritable rubix cube of
joints and hinges, trying to get at least a half decent pose out
of the damn things was a mission indeed.
Finally, it seems Kaiyodo have caught onto their infamy and
attempted to release a range of toys with revolving and
ratcheted joints. In theory, this means the pose you set
should stay that way and the toys will offer more poses than
previously thought possible.
One of the first few toys in the Revoltech range was Dante
from Devil May Cry 3. For those that like the smack talking
ashen haired hero then they should check this action figure
out (available from all good retailers).
In other news, it's about bloody time someone released a decent toy of Overman King Gainer...

News: kenji eno making a Wii game

May 23, 2006, 12:03 PM

by brandon, via fyto - [p]

I just posted this as news on gama, but eno (of D2, Enemy Zero and
Real Sound fame) is making a new game with fyto, the company he
formed in 2001. It is, not surprisingly, a Wii game, and is the first title
he's worked on since D2. As a side-note, he's a complete madman,
but you'll be hearing more about that when I finish my E3 wrapup.
Pretty exciting, given his pedigree of rarely critically-acclaimed, but
always really bizarre titles.

Download: Yogurting intro

May 22, 2006, 09:52 PM

by brandon, via Neowiz - [p]

For those of you who are into the cutesy MMO thing, well,
you've probably heard of Yogurting already. We've even
mentioned it a couple of times. Anyway, Kim Laughton has
pointed us to a download of the intro in zipped form. It's quite
interesting, with a bizarre animation style, and wacky
dancing. Plus it contains the slogan Always Yogurting - can
you beat that?

News: Spectral Vs. Generations to PSP May 22, 2006, 09:24 PM

by brandon, via Idea Factory - [p]

Iggy points out that the 2D fighter Spectral Vs. Generations, which
saw a PS2 port from the arcade some time ago, is now coming to
PSP in august. It's going to cost you 4,080 yen, and will probably be
as average as the original, but hey! 2D! Fighting! Hard to ignore no
matter the circumstance. Check out some movies of the PS2 version
here, here, and here (the latter two are just examples of new battle
system elements for PS2).

News: San Francisco Katamari

May 22, 2006, 03:09 PM

by brandon, via fog city - [p]

You may recall that some people were going to roll a giant
Katamari across SF for the Bay to Breakers parade. That's
just what they did! Check the fore-linked site for some
images, or even better, read young Chris Kohler's writeup of
the event. Pretty funny stuff. They even got rainbow stats at
the end! They rolled it 5.3 miles, and the Katamari got
progressively smaller as they went on. Toward the end, it
was just a bunch of boxes taped together! Nice.

News: Applessed on PS2

May 22, 2006, 02:23 PM

by ollie, via Dream Factory - [p]

Shots of Dream Factory's upcoming PlayStation 2
Appleseed game are continuing to surface around the place.
It's clear that it's meant to tie in with the upcoming TV series
and movie sequel but it's hard not to get a tad antsy about
the whole thing. Admittedly, the developer in question is
responsible for the inimitable Tobal and Ehrgeiz games, yet
this a Shirow work and they very rarely translate adequately
into game form. <Brandon's note: Plus their recent games
have been a bit...well...suspect.>
In related news, the director of the original Appleseed CG-o-thon, Shinji Aramaki, will have one of his most
reputable designs immortalised in 1/15 scale at the end of this month. The damn thing actually transforms
around Shogo, which goes beyond crazed ingenuity. The recent DVD boxset is worth picking up, it's proper
old school anime after all.

Art: Latest from takayoshi sato

May 22, 2006, 11:21 AM

by brandon, via Satoworks - [p]

As you may know, we're pretty big fans of takayoshi sato over
here, the man behind Silent Hill II. He's got a new bit of art from
his latest project up, and as usual, it manages to look realistic
without falling too deep into the uncanny valley. I think it's the
deliberate imperfections that do it. And as always, the person
winds up being a bit frightening and intense. The full-sized
image isn't linked properly, but you can find it here. Hope to see
this kind of work come to life soon, and I know sato's working
on a next gen title at EA now, so it might be a possibility. Stay
tuned!

News: Tose interview

May 22, 2006, 09:50 AM

by brandon, via Tose - [p]

Tose is an odd company. They've been developing games since
1979, but frankly, I'd never really heard of them til I found them
on the GDC Game Connection floor. They're an outsourcing
company, and they like to keep their name out of their products,
which accounts for why you may have never heard of them. But
they've developed some big name titles. I truly wish I could
divulge more of them, but Starfy is the one they'll admit to.
They've done very important work for Capcom, Square Enix,
Sega, SNK (like the little-known Sasuke vs. Commander, which
you see to the left) and others. Anyway, check out the interview,
which is up at Gamasutra. They claim to be ninja, and it's hard to
deny!
Oh, and if you're feeling like you just haven't read enough
interviews today, I put up my interview with Neil Young of EALA.
It's actually pretty good too.

News: Hudson E3 booth babe
giveaway

May 21, 2006, 03:24
PM

by brandon, via Hudson Entertainment - [p]

Hudson is trying to break back into the u.s. industry, and it's
really about damn time. It's quite past due, actually, but
perhaps the backing from Konami, combined with their
presence in the Wii virtual console has given them a leg-up.
They've got a features section of their website now, with a
number of articles that largely seem to have a men's
magazine tone, for some reason. They've got an E3 wrap in
there, which links to just about everything but the interview I
did with John Lee for gamasutra.
What I actually want to talk about though, is the booth
babes. You may not know this, but Hudson had a bit of an
interesting tactic for E3. They hired a group of models, all of whom would be available at any time for
Hudson's partners, and certain editors-in-chief of important publications. Those involved were able to

choose a girl based on pictures sent via mail. I'm told that most refused. Now, this is a rather common
practice in japan, though it's not really out in the open. In japan, businesses will hire escorts for their big
clients, if ever they do business deals in a club or something similar - you've probably seen it in movies.
Then the clients can negotiate with those escorts afterwards, with the obvious intentions. But here, the
official word is that the girls weren't supposed to be escorts, or arm candy, so much as kind of personal
assistants - get you coffee, translate where necessary, things like that. Still, one can't help but make the
mental connection. I told a Hudson rep they should've given me one, so I could set her free in the wild though domesticated models probably wouldn't fare too well back in their natural habitat. Maybe I'll get one
next year.
Of course, they wouldn't send me the list of girls and their photos, but I'm pretty sure their features page has
led me right to it. I can't confirm that these are the gals - they could just be booth babes, but given the small
size of Hudson's booth (they had a pod in the mobile pavilion), I think it's a pretty sure bet. Here they are,
complete with mini interviews and personal data: Music Plus TV hostess Yoi Tanabe, horror film actress
Sharon Senina, eastwest magazine hopeful Chyna Chuu, and PhD student Theia Monera. And if you look
here, you can see some of them, plus some of the others that didn't have mini features, in their Hudson
garb.
I just want to mention that I love Hudson to death. Just look at this and this. Let's hope they can take a joke,
and don't proceed to the legal step, as has happened with certain other companies in times of old.

May 21, 2006, 02:45
PM

News: Dracula X PC port

by brandon, via PCengineFX - [p]

Aaron over at PCengineFX has put up the second of his PC
porting projects, in the form of a buggy, but still interesting
Dracula X. Give it a try if you've never played the game. His
first project was the Lords of Thunder port he did back in
2003.

News: Robot Ron next for Nuon

May 21, 2006, 02:28 PM

by brandon, via various - [p]

I mentioned a bit ago that DragonShadow Industries might port
Hermitgames' excellent Robot Ron to Nuon via his Yaroze porting process,
and it turns out that like a little matchmaker, I've brought the two together.
Matt from Hermitgames contacted Scott from DragonShadow, and off they
go. So keep an eye out for it!
In other Nuon-related news, Nuon-Dome is back up, after some weeks of
downtime. They've recently found some documentation (direct PDF link) on
the creation of those special Nuon-only DVD features that got so sparingly
used. Interesting as a piece of history, if nothing else.

News: Oo Okuki

May 21, 2006, 01:51
PM

by brandon, via Global A Entertainment - [p]

Oo Okuki is a rather odd upcoming title from Global A Entertainment,
a company which makes historical simulations, generally. Oo Okuki
translates to Chronicle of Shogun's Harem, and will be available for
PS2. It's essentially a game about court intrigue, backstabbing and
cattiness, from the perspective of a woman in the shogun's harem.
It's essentally an adventure game, in which you have to maintain
good relationships with your other harem women, and beat your
rivals, to become the harem's top woman. The game uses S-Force
middleware for 3D sound, so you know when someone's
approaching, if you're snooping in their room.
It's got a unique art style for the illustration, which is what originally
drew me to the game. More of Global A's recent games do, actually,
such as Edomono, and their recent Taito-published PSP titles . And,
well...they did co-publish the new Choaniki.
As far as I know (I can't find the CERO rating - perhaps because the
game's not yet released), Oo Okuki is not rated 18+ or anything,
which makes one wonder how they'd get around that in a game
about a harem. But hey, they bill it as a "trickery simulation" game.
Can you beat that, really? It's coming out on July 13, according to
play asia, where you can also pre order it. Beware though, this game
will require extremely solid knowledge of japanese.

News: Custom DS mod contest

May 21, 2006, 01:26 PM

by brandon, via Keys Factory - [p]

Here's another thing from the past, but I still haven't really
seen it linked anywhere yet. Keys Factory is a peripheral
maker for handhelds - they also do cases and stylii and
whatnot. Recently, they had an internal staff contest for a DS
'armor' case mod, which protects the (original) DS via lock-on
parts (meaning it's completely external, and doesn't actually
harm your system), and turns it into some kind of horribly
huge beast.
This is the final purchaseable result of that contest (only 980
yen!), but check out the other entries while you're at it.
There's some odd stuff in there, such as this space mecha,
this ship thing, and the totally bizarre springs and screws
mod, called 'metalmetal'. Keys Factory might be the next
Periborg! But probably not. Play Asia used to carry, it, but now they're sold out. Whoops.
ollie edit: That's the Zeta Plus from Gundam Sentinel in the picture shown, god knows why that was ever
chosen though.

News: A Touch of War

May 21, 2006, 01:08 PM

by brandon, via Jimmy L - [p]

Very old news, but hey - take it when you can get it! A Touch of War is a
homebrew DS RTS, with a very nice look, and solid interface. It's playable
on the actual DS, of course, provided you have some sort of flash card.
The author of the program has also created a rudimentary game server
tracking database, which DS developers can use to streamline their Wi-Fi
applications. If we can get reliable homebrew Wi-Fi, that'll be something.

May 19, 2006, 03:51
PM

News: OneUps' final concert

by brandon, via oneupstudios - [p]

You might not have heard of the OneUps - I sure hadn't til I
got an email yesterday - but they're another videogame
cover band, and quite a decent one. You'll find their
confusing website here, but will get more use out of this
page, where you can download some of their music. They
are quite good, but quite confused about their place in the
world, I'd say (do you really need a slogan that says "It's
Okay to Listen to Game Music" followed by a trademark
symbol? Must you profess to have 'studios', when you're just
a group of people?). They claim to run the gamut from death
metal to funk, but you'll find they're pretty squarely in
between jazz and classical. There's nothing wrong with that, so they should just out and admit it!
Regardless, give a few of those songs a listen.
So, you may not have heard of them til now, but if you live in the Arkansas area (and bless you if you do,
poor soul), you might want to check out their last-ever show. That was the subject of the email I received. If
you can stomach the mid-80s design of their website, and have $20 to plunk down on a ticket, it might be
worth it, frankly.
You'll note a number of mixed messages in this post - that's because the existance of this band confounds
me. Clearly they've got musical talent, and an ability to arrange game music in an appealing manner. So
why is everything else about the band so bizarrely backwards and "band camp"? I suppose it's not for me to
reason why. Go check them out and be confounded yourself. Thanks to Cody Melbourn for the heads up.

News: Various japanese newsbits

May 19, 2006, 03:23 PM

by brandon, via various - [p]

Let's start with most to least interesting. First, Kojima was asked
about Zone of Enders 3, and said they're focusing on MGS 4 for now,
but definitely want to make ZOE 3 for the PS3 or Xbox 360.
Next, the reason why Resident Evil 5 and Devil May Cry 4 weren't
shown at E3 is because they want to have both games fully playable
at TGS.
Lastly, turns Arc Systems' big Famitsu news (mentioned here) was just the announcement of Guilty Gear
Judgement for japan. Whoops! Oh well. The game's coming out in august in the US, not sure about the
Japanese date just yet. Thanks to Iggy for all the translations.

News: Virtual On Championship DVD

May 19, 2006, 03:09 PM

by ollie, via Enterbrain - [p]

In September of last year the mother of all Virtual On tournaments
was held in Japan, dubbed rather comically as "We Are The
Champions." It covered both Virtual On Oratorio Tangram (the Naomi
iteration, MSBS 5.66 in case anyone is wondering) and Virtual On
Force.
In February of this year enterbrain, in their infinite kindness, released
a DVD covering the event. Despite the somewhat psychotic
commentary (which can thankfully be turned off), it is an insightful
piece of gaming documentation. After all, you get to see the supposed
top players of the Virtual On craft busting out their truly mad skillz.
It is a small mercy, however, that upon trouncing their opposition, the
victors don't freak out monkey style but instead start crying with tears
of joy. For those that know/care/understand the winner of the Oratan
tournament (the proper one mind, Force is a game made
predominantly for cackhanded wusses) was a Cypher player and his
rival even more surprisingly was a Grysvok player. After all these
years, who would have thought the portly missile wielding robot would
have actually made it to a proper final...

